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The global COVID-19 pandemic caused three significant 
direct and indirect impacts on the real estate industry.  
First, it triggered an unprecedented recession in the short 
term that highlighted the resilience of some property types 
such as residential, food anchored retail and logistics.

Second, it accelerated megatrends that will have lasting 
effects in the medium term. These include e-commerce 
adoption, which is reshaping the retail and logistics 
landscapes. Life science and health-tech also emerged as a 
growing sector through solid demand for lab and research 
space. The pandemic also created an even robust demand 
for digital infrastructure, notably data centres.

Finally, the post-pandemic world is challenging long-held 
industry beliefs. One is the notion that emerged after the 
Global Financial Crisis (GFC) concerning the dominance of 
the 24-hour city. Although the evidence is not yet definite, 
this model could be challenged by an exodus to smaller, 
more liveable locations.

Alternative property types have become mainstream 
asset classes in the US. Mahdi Mokrane, Head of 
Investment Strategy and Research at PATRIZIA, 
expects them to become part of future European 
real estate portfolios.
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Institutional investors in European real estate need to assess what these trends mean for their portfolios. 
The thesis of PATRIZIA is that the market is on the cusp of major changes.

The United States, a real estate market that has undergone tremendous changes over the last decade, 
heralds the transformations we expect in Europe. The same megatrends are evident and, although there 
is a lag, there is no reason they would not lead to the same effects, albeit with local nuances. 

To back this thesis, we combined data from the National Council of Real Estate Investment Fiduciaries 
(a US industry data collection of private real estate holdings) and the National Association of Real 
Estate Investment Trusts (an association that represents equity real estate investment trusts, mortgage 
REITs, REITs traded on major stock exchanges, public non-listed REITs and private REITs.). The aim was 
to measure growth in assets under management for traditional property types in the United States, 
irrespective of whether they are owned by a REIT, a separate account manager or directly by an investor. 
We found that residential, industrial, and logistics drove growth at the last decade’s back end, not office 
or retail. 

That implies retail and office assets, which still account for the bulk of typical institutional real estate 
portfolios in Europe, will become less dominant given the trends in e-commerce and remote working. 
Retail exposure has been shrinking in Europe for the last decade anyway. Office performance will be  
all about anticipating how the working-from-home model will affect the office markets and assets. 

Instead, residential and logistics are gaining importance in institutional portfolios. We also see a 
broadening of the real estate asset class that will help investors tailor and diversify real estate exposures. 
The US experienced spectacular growth of alternative property types over the last decade. Alternative 
property assets have grown to now represent a cumulative asset value of over US$1 trillion or 43% of 
the invested real estate stock.

In Europe, the alternatives market is a tenth the size, but megatrends favour its development. These 
property types fall loosely into four categories: healthcare and well-being, living alternatives, supply chain, 
and tech and digital. All are powered by different trends and drivers, some of which are correlated and 
others not, making them attractive from a portfolio construction and diversification perspective.

Reconsidering the portfolio composition
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To create a future-proof European portfolio, it pays to step back and see how a similar portfolio 
developed in the US. Today, a future-proof US portfolio presents a quite diversified picture compared to 
20 years ago, having been shaped by demographics, urbanisation, and tech and digital forces. 

The inspiration for the push into alternative property types were cell towers and data centres. After the 
GFC, demand in the United States emerged for tech-driven real estate and stable income. This could 
be achieved by investing in property with strong tailwinds and able to offer a yield premium for an 
extended period. 

Cell towers, for example, were one such type as ten years ago, society was undergoing a dramatic 
change from 3G to 4G communications (and now 5G). Ageing populations have also been a real estate 
driver. There is demand for senior living from couples or individuals who need to downsize to smaller, 
more manageable houses but do not want to go into a traditional nursing home. They are still quite 
active, and they are looking for a community offering ample shared spaces to catch up with friends and 
neighbours, while also using age-specific services.

We believe the same drivers will inspire growth in Europe in similar alternative assets as they become 
more attractive to investors. However, alternative assets classes are unlikely to be exactly in the same 
property types as in the United States.

In the United States, you can quickly scale a strategy, whereas, in Europe, each market is quite different 
from a market structure (who owns what) and a regulatory standpoint. Most alternative property types 
are highly operational in nature and need platform investing to achieve scale and efficiencies. They are 
complex; they need special talent and skillsets to access the product and then manage the properties 
and de-risk them. 

It starts with who owns those assets today, and who will be the tenant and occupier in the future. That 
may vary country by country or even city by city, so you need people on the ground to map out the 
opportunities and scale investments. Regulation can also vary from country to country for, say, nursing 
homes, data centres, or cell towers.

Creating a future-proof European portfolio
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In terms of the best risk-adjusted returns, scalability and diversification potential in Europe, we believe 
healthcare and alternative living are particularly attractive. Investor acceptance is higher because such 
properties are adjacent to investments that investors probably have exposure to (say residential for example). 

In terms of alternative living, investors readily appreciate that, while the dynamics may be slightly different 
to residential, they are not difficult to understand. One does not need to be a specialist to benefit from 
these trends. Senior living, or best-aged living, is very scalable on a European basis, even though some 
cities may be more attractive than others. Our research has found that metropolitan areas in Germany, 
Netherlands and the UK offer the best prospects.

We also see the knowledge economy as a driver. Student housing has been an afterthought in most of 
Continental Europe. Many popular university towns lack enough purpose-built student accommodation. 
However, this is changing and rapidly becoming an asset class. In terms of scalability, it ranks second in  
our estimation behind best age living.

And then there is co-living, which is attractive as it offers a solution to the problem of housing affordability 
in the most expensive housing markets in Europe. We see co-living as an opportunity but only in the 
primary, more attractive cities. However, it is a smaller, less scalable segment than best-aged living or 
student housing.

It will likely take more time for wide acceptance around more tech-oriented property types to move from 
alternative to established property types. For digital, the execution is trickier for most investors and 
managers as the operations are specialized. There are questions around technology changes that could 
quickly render assets obsolete, and the energy footprint also raises questions. We see a huge potential for 
investment opportunities in infrastructure around energy and technology from a risk-adjusted return angle.

Finding the opportunities
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For investors seeking to create a future-proof European portfolio, the challenge will be finding an 
access route to alternative assets. Unlike the US, these routes do not currently exist through the  
listed sector. This means choosing a partner who can provide source and develop the product 
effectively. This is critical as many alternative niche property types need to be built or go through  
active asset repositioning.

Managing alternative property assets can also be significantly more complicated than with traditional 
real estate and, in most instances, requires specialised skills. This means investors can be better off  
by investing in a combination of operating companies (OpCos) and property companies (PropCos), 
hence benefitting from the vertical integration of with specialised expertise in relevant areas.

When we looked at practical strategies to access the assets on behalf of clients, we concluded that 
the solution means blending OpCos and PropCos. This means hiring talent and bringing the OpCo 
expertise internally or partnering through a joint venture with a best-in-class OpCo. Another reason to 
use a blend of operating and property companies is that it allows investors to control cash flows better, 
maximising and stabilising the cash flows and de-risking the investment.

Alternative assets are excellent investments and offer diversification. They have a low correlation with 
traditional property types and contribute to the de-risking of portfolios, but there are key operational 
challenges.

However, at PATRIZIA, we should not invest in a niche that will stay a niche forever. We want to invest 
in a niche that has the potential to be scaled and become a mainstream property type. We think 
this is the case for alternative living sectors such as senior and student housing as well as digital 
infrastructure real estate. 

We believe that in 10-15 years, it will be as easy for the average investor to invest into, say, senior 
housing or data centres as it is today to invest in an office asset in Munich, London or Paris. By then, 
property and facility management services will have been built out to cope with expanding demand and 
these successful niches will have become mainstream. Our aim is to be ahead of the curve.

The US is a guideline, not a blueprint

US – Alternatives represent more than 43% of the invested stock in 2020
Cell towers, data centres, net leases and healthcare have been are the main drivers of alternatives

US Sector Allocation Split (in %)

Source: PATRIZIA, Green Street, NCREIF, NAREIT, Information as at 30 March 2021
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Spandau was once notorious for a prison overlooking the Havel River and a misleadingly named 1970s 
English pop band. Today the Berlin district is transforming from an industrial landscape into a new type 
of urban living. The closed Tegel Airport is being redeveloped into a technology centre, the Urban Tech 
Republic, and investments by firms such as Siemens. The impact is reimaging surrounding areas.

The Carossa Quarter consists of 13.6 hectares near Am Maselakepark, a park that gives its name to 
the nearby river bay. The site is an easily accessible 16 kilometres from central Berlin.

When finished in 2025, the Carossa Quarter will be a waterfront city. It will have 1,800 living units of 
traditional housing and a significant proportion of micro-living, senior-living, co-living, and affordable 
housing. The quarter will incorporate various tenant facilities and communal space designed to create 
a better social and environmental place and be car-free. PATRIZIA manages a 90% stake in the 750 
million project.

“The quarter considers the needs of every age group with a wide range of residential options and 
services – from yoga rooms and DIY workshops to bike sharing and urban farming,” says Stuart Reid, 
Managing Director of Real Estate Development at Patrizia. “And all of it set in one of the fastest-
developing European cities.” 

The smart new quarter
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This publication is purely for general information and not a prospectus. The analyses are based on publicly 
accessible information and data (“information”), which are regarded as reliable. We cannot guarantee the 
correctness or completeness of information. All statements of opinion reflect the current estimations of the 
author and do not necessarily reflect the opinion of PATRIZIA AG or its associated companies. The opinions 
expressed in this publication may change without prior notice. The research reports and presentations 
(“analyses”) produced by PATRIZIA AG contain selected information and cannot be regarded as complete and 
correct. PATRIZIA AG has not verified the correctness or completeness of the information and does not accept 
any liability for this. PATRIZIA AG will not bear liability for any damage arising from incomplete or incorrect 
information, and PATRIZIA AG will bear no liability for direct and/or indirect damage and/or secondary 
damage. In particular, PATRIZIA AG will bear no liability for statements, projections or other details contained 
in these analyses relating to the companies examined, their associated companies, strategies, economic, 
market and/or competitive position, legal conditions etc. Although the analyses are produced with the 
greatest care, the possibility of errors or incompleteness cannot be eliminated. PATRIZIA AG, its shareholders 
and employees bear no liability for the correctness or completeness of the statements, estimations, 
recommendations or conclusions derived from information contained in the analyses. This document is for 
information and illustrative purposes only. It does not constitute advice, a recommendation or a solicitation 
of an offer to buy or sell shares or other interests, financial instruments or the underlying assets, nor does 
this document contain any commitment by PATRIZIA AG or any of its affiliates The liability of PATRIZIA AG to 
compensate for typical and foreseeable damage is limited according to the extent of the damage. The opinions 
contained in the analyses may change without prior notice. No part of this document or the information herein 
may be distributed, copied or reproduced in any manner, in whole or in part, without our prior written consent.
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Important information

Mahdi joined PATRIZIA in January 2020 as Head of Investment Strategy and Research, 
overseeing PATRIZIA’s investment strategies, research and performance analytics.  
He works closely with the CIO in crafting PATRIZIA’s House View and serves on 
PATRIZIA’s Investment and Executive Committees.

Previously, Mahdi worked at LaSalle as Board Member where he led the European 
strategy and research team and served on LaSalle’s Debt & Special Situations and 
private equity real estate investment committees. Mahdi held leading roles at AEW, 
MSCI IPD, ESSEC Business School, and Caisse des Dépôts. He is also a regular 
keynote speaker. Mahdi holds a Ph.D. in Economics and Finance from EHESS (France), 
a Masters in Financial Economics of Dauphine University, and is an active member 
MSCI IPD, INREV, EPRA and the RICS.
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